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Aging Skin, component of Milady's Aesthetician Series, delves into perhaps one of the most popular areas
of customer concern today. The publication includes case studies that may lead you through real-life
situations and provide clear and simple guidelines for creating a highly effective treatment for clients that
is aimed at both reducing the consequences of ageing through aesthetic treatments and also through
appropriate home care. This practical guidebook offers information on a range of topics like the
technology and treatment of ageing skin as well as how to address the lifestyle factors which have an
effect on it. You should understand how to create a wholesome aging plan along with understand the
fundamentals of cosmetic chemistry and organic skin care put on aging skin, resulting in a higher level of
service for your clients.
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Aging Skin Solutions This supplemental text will include a few chapters from the Milady's Standard
Eshetics textbooks, however this book organizes the more relevant information into more user friendly
charts. Not as earth shaking as the Milady's Peels and Chemical Exfoliation book, but nonetheless a very
reference, Practical, helpful and insightful I was amazed by this book. There are so many different books
out on this subject that it is hard never to get overwhelmed and confused. So returning. Five Stars
Returned book it did not offer any more information then my text book from class. You certainly do not
need to be a licensed esthetician to understand the information, and in case you are you will find
guidelines on how to treat all customers worried about aging. Aging Skin takes the known scientific
theories and breaks it down into practical applications. Thanks
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